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We did this

SOLFERINO

Choose Ard
if you love your job!

Two 
building 

sites, two 
teams of applica-
tors, one passion: 

Ard’s products!

Painters & applicators who love 
their jobs always want to exceed 
their  customers’ expectations. 
This is why whoever works in the 
building industry “loves” Ard’s 
products which always guarantee 
premier quality & turnkey 
solutions.
The following articles, which 
illustrate two building yards, are a 
“testimonial”. Two completely 
different sites which share the 
same passion for the “Indian’s 
products”.
Stefano Buganza (Ard’s agent) & 
the applicators accompanied us 
during these thrilling appoin-
tments.

The villa with refined finishes 
There is a prestigious villa in 
Solferino (Mantova) which 
has been refurbished with 
Ard’s products and the 
result is simply asto-
unding!
A soft haze effect 
has been created on 
the exterior which 
gently moves the surface 
and the two shades enhan-
ce the shape of the whole 
structure. 
Elia Bressanelli (owner of Tinteg-
giatura B.E.) a firm dealing with 
the refurbishing/painting of new & 
old interiors & exteriors.  

“My father “Mario” has been 
working as an applicator for 42 
years and …….. he has always 
employed Ard’s products becau-
se they guarantee long lasting 
quality!

Tell us about the building site 
in Solferino...
The villa was built in 1929. In 
1950 & 1961 two extensions 
were added and there has also 
been a lot   of maintenance & 
refurbishing. The owner asked us 

to restore the exterior walls 
(roughly 700 m²).

What sort of condition were 
the walls in?
There were several structural 
problems and in several areas 
the plaster was unsound. The 
owner asked us to create a 
“refined” hazy finish which would 
gently enhance the aesthetic 
appeal.

Ard’s products 
were employed 
for the impressi-
ve refurbishing 
of the villa in 
Solferino.
Below: Elia 
Bressanelli 
(owner of 
Tinteggiatua 
B.E.)



LA SCHEDA DEL RESTAURO 
DI SOLFERINO

Committente: Alberto Banfi
Impresa di applicazione: Tinteggiatura B.E. 
di Elia Bressanelli
Metri quadrati lavorati: 700 

Prodotti impiegati
Isolex: circa 140 litri
Ardmalta rapida: circa 12.000 chilogrammi
Rasard: circa 350 litri
Ard Fill: circa 156 litri
Creative Velature: circa 35 litri
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We did this

SOLFERINO

Why did you opt for Ard?
Simply because we believe they 
are the best!  My father’s decision 
to use Ard’s products from “day 
one” has now been rewarded and 
our customers consider us a 
“landmark”. 

Ard has maintained the same 
qualitative standards all these 
years.  Raw materials, formula-
tions and the production process 
are considered of utmost impor-
tance, resulting in premier 
products which guarantee long-
lasting quality.

Whenever we have opened pails, 
that had been stored for years, 
we have always found a perfect 
paint! Furthermore, any touch up 
work has always been “simple” 
because the products blended 
perfectly.

Can you brief me on the 
process employed in Solferino?
First of all, we employed a pres-
sure washer to remove the 
unsound plaster. Then we resto-
red the unsound plaster with 
Isolex (impregnating sealer) 
which consolidated the substrate. 
We proceeded with Ardmalta

Rapida (filling to restore the 
plaster), Rasard (to smooth the 
surface) and Ardfill (siloxane). 
We employed Creative Velature 
(water based antique effect deco-
rative siloxane finish) to guaran-
tee a premier quality finish.

How would you describe the 
building yard in Solferino?
Simply “remarkable”! The soft 

haze effect offers an undeniable 
visual impact. The window deco-
rations enhance the overall 
aesthetics and the dark stripe 
creates a blending movement. 

Which product do you consider 
as the “best”? 
Ard Fill (acryl-siloxane paint) 
which offers an excellent cove-
ring & filling power is definitely 
one of my favourites. It also has 
an optimum adherence, high 
water vapour permeability, good 
water repellence, algae/mould 
resistance & …….. stays clean. 
Another interesting product is 
Ardelast Intonachino (acryl-
siloxane elastomeric coating). 
This is ideal for treating hair 
cracks & filling cracks. It also 
offers a reduced dirt retention, 
improved surface hardness & 
high elasticity.   
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LA SCHEDA DEL RESTAURO 
DI MIRANDOLA

Committente: Regione Emilia-Romagna
Progettista: ingegner Luca Ruggero Pulga - 
Felonica (Mantova) 
Impresa di applicazione: Art Color di 
Daniele, Marco e Milton Vincenzi - Santa Lucia 
(Mantova)
Metri quadrati lavorati ad oggi: circa 15.000

We did this

MIRANDOLA

Anti-seismic production units
The earthquake that hit Modena 
in 2012 caused great damage & 
even if the inhabitants were on 
their knees they stood strong. 
The production units in Mirandola 
(which are used to store agricul-
tural products /material 
/equipment and hay) were 
destroyed and new anti-seismic 
constructions were required.

Luca Ruggero Pulga (who 
specialized in structural enginee-
ring) drew up a particularly 
interesting project based on a 
mixture of cement & iron which 
guaranteed resistance & elastici-
ty. The only “issue” were the 
finishes. In this region the “envi-

ronmental impact” is a sensitive 
topic and the buildings in iron & 
cement were inharmonious with 
the surrounding agricultural 
landscape. So ….we needed a 
solution …………….. which was 
found in Ard & Art Colour 
(Vincenzi Brothers).

ronmental impact” is a sensitive 
topic and the buildings in iron & 
cement were inharmonious with 
the surrounding agricultural 
landscape. So ….we needed a 
solution …………….. which was 
found in Ard & Art Colour 
(Vincenzi Brothers).

How did you resolve this 
problem?
Pulga’s project was extremely 
interesting & functional but the 
constructions had to blend with 
the surroundings so ………….. 
we decided to adopt the same 
colours & rural genre found in the 
natural environment.

Marco Vincenzi, 
Stefano 

Buganza & 
Daniele 

Vincenzi who 
collaborated on 
the “Mirandola” 

project.
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We did this

MIRANDOLA

in applying two layers of ARDE-
LAST Grana Fine (algae 
resistant elastomeric finish) with 
a roller. Once the surface was 
perfectly smooth, we used a 
trowel to apply two or three 
hands of Ardelast Intonachino 
1,2 mm (algae resistant acrylic-
siloxane elastomeric filler 
coating) to achieve the desired 
aesthetics.

Was this application cycle 
particularly difficult?
Studying the most appropriate 
products, the preparation & 
application techniques involved 
and the temperature of the surfa-
ces to be treated was of utmost 
importance. Joints had be 
avoided and a certain continuity 
was required as well as a long-
lasting bright colour which would 
withstand thermal & atmospheric 
stresses.

We opted for a “materic” finish 
which offered a rough & irregular 
effect similar to old plasterwork. 
The colour had to be the very 
common Parma “yellow”!

How did you apply the paint on 
the smooth iron panels?
Ard & Stefano Buganza (Ard’s 
agent) were the playmakers. 
Stefano consulted the Technical 
Assistance Team who defined a 
cycle which adapted perfectly to 
the different surfaces and the 
rustic aspect disguised the origi-
nal base.We sanded the metal 
panels to achieve a scratch 
effect and then we proceeded in 
“matting” with ultra fine sandpa-
per (200). Then, we employed a 
detergent & a pressure washer 
(with a rotating rod) to eliminate 
any residues. In order to create a 
bridge with optimum adhesion, 
we proceeded 
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Questo l’abbiamo fatto noi

MIRANDOLA

Why did you choose Ard?
Basically, there are two reasons: 
the first is the quality of the 
products. We employ a wide 
range of products so it is extre-
mely easy for us to understand 
when the quality is watertight.  
Ard’s products also offer an 
optimum performance. The labo-
ratory technicians are highly 
qualified and always provide 
turnkey solutions. The second, 
which is just as important, is the 
genuine relationship we have 
built with Stefano Buganza & the 
team of technicians. They had 
the solution for such a “tricky” 
surface and the hue is still 
perfect after three years!

We have employed Ard’s 
products for over 25 years and 
we have never encountered any 
problems. This means we “stick” 
to our agreements. Ensuring that 
our customers are at the heart of 
everything we do is paramount 
for our continued success and 
Ard’s “reliability & efficiency” 
makes this possible. 

ARD’s SUPERSTARS in MIRANDOLA
ARDELAST INTONACHINO 1,2 mm - Thanks to  a remarkable elasticity  - even in low 
temperatures - ARDELAST INTONACHINO is specific  for the restoration of cracked 
walls. It features optimum filling/covering power, alkaline inertia, adhesion (on clean 
& dry surfaces) & low dirt pick-up due to a self-reticulating substance which reacts 
under sunlight increasing surface hardness without reducing the film’s elasticity. 
ARDELAST INTONACHINO complies with the DIN 4108.3 Regulation according to which,  
protective products must offer good water permeability together with high  water-
vapour transpirability. The particular granulometric curve offers an optimum filling 
power resulting in a pleasant plaster effect which also uniforms superficial irregulari-
ties.  The presence of specific broad-spectrum biocides lends an effective protection 
against the proliferation of algae, fungi &  moulds. ARDELAST INTONACHINO is ideal 
for the finishing of ETIC0S.

ARDELAST GRANA FINE - Thanks to a remarkable elasticity  - even in low temperatures 
-  ARDLAST GRANA FINE  is specific for the restoration of cracked walls. It features 
optimum filling/covering power, alkaline inertia, adhesion (on clean & dry surfaces) & 
low dirt pick-up due to a self-reticulating substance which reacts under sunlight 
increasing surface hardness without reducing the film’s elasticity. 
 ARDELAST GRANA FINE  offers an excellent resistance to atmospheric agents, low 
water absorption, good water vapour permeability & carbon dioxide impermeability.
The presence of specific broad-spectrum biocides restore contaminated surfaces 
inhibiting the proliferation of algae, fungi & moulds.


